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Abstract -Social networks have become important medium of communication in presents days. This communication is regularly
evolving towards the goal of making it as human and real as possible. Social network sites are used to express thoughts, emotions and
opinion. There is a need of a framework that can recognize emotions present in communication or emotions of the involved users in order
to enrich user in social networks. The data is generated by social network sites is very huge in amount and it is generated regularly, So in
our study we have proposed a Big Data architecture to identify emotions present in text data generated by Social networks. The proposed
architecture comprises following phases. 1. Collection of data. 2. Model building for data management. 3. classification of text according
to emotions from text using mode. We have used Apache mahout, Hadoop, NaiveBayes, OpenNLP, LMClassifier to create model, and
classification of text. The traditional classifiers has restriction that these can work only for subset of large set of data which has to be
taken for analysis and the size of data generated by social networks grows in exponentially. Hadoop is a framework that is used for
distributed storage and parallel data processing. Our proposed architecture is able to create a combined clustering and classification of
data that run on Hadoop to classify text data generated by social networks in to positive and negative classes. We tried to optimize the
performance of Big data analysis and used map reduce paradigm in hadoop architecture. It is very useful in the distributed environment
for huge number data and performs classification faster than standalone system.

Keywords - Bigdata, Hadoop, MapReduce, NaiveBayes, LMClassifier, Social Networks.

1. Introduction
ocial networking site (SNS) uses, emotions
extraction to extract useful information from
multimedia data and SNS text to evaluate real
intention of their users. In particular, Emotion
extraction or sentimental analysis has been used
to understand the real meaning and intention of the
users on social network sites. SNS users rapidly
generates huge amounts of data so it is necessary to
develop such technologies that can extract meaningful
Information and predict the emotion from data.This
information can be proved useful in different fields,
social security, recommendation, politics, culture and
opinion mining. However, there are a lot of text and
multimedia data on SNSs, and they have anatypical
nature, so those technologies are important which can
efficiently executes and process on large amounts of
unstructured SNS’s data. Using Social media people
interact each other and they share, create and exchange
information in virtual world .Many forms of multimedia
information are contained in Social media. For
example, Twitter contains different types of
information, text, image, and video. In this study, we
have focused on textual data and we study methods to

S

extract emotional information from textual data. This data is
generated in huge amount and very frequently so We have
used big data technologies with conventional text classifiers
LMClassifer, NaiveBayesClassifier ,OpenNLPclassifer. In
order to extract meaningful information from large amounts
of unstructured data on social network , a structuring process
is required for the unstructured data. Up to now, different
technologies to process unstructured data have been analysed
and studied. Thus, research techniques on text mining [1] [2]
has been developed, in which some useful information is
extracted from atypical or semistructured text data, and it is
based on natural language processing(NLP).A statistical,
periodic algorithm are used in these methods based on
machine learning to extract meaningful and required
information and to extract the useful information from the text
data. Based on text mining technologies, some research work
has also been carried out to determine the sentiment tendency
of social network users, such as positive, negative preferences
[3]. Recently, various open sources associated with the
processing of big data have been provided. The Hadoop
system [4] [5] is very famous big data processing system and
it is most commonly used. More information on Hadoop
system will be given in the next section. In this study we
proposed a Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [4] and
MapReduce [6] approach based on Hadoop , which stably
collect and store a variety of data generated by social
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networks and analyze the sentiments of users on
networks.Emotions have been studied in behavior
sciences and psychology , They have also attracted the
attention of researchers in computer science, especially
in the human computer interaction field of
research.Emotions in textual data is becoming
increasingly important from an applicative point of
view. Consider for example the tasks of market analysis
,opinion
mining
,natural
language
interfaces,affectivecomputing.This paper describes
experiments concerned with the emotion analysis of
sentences.We have selected twitter social netwrok for
our experiments and we have collected tweets of
different dataset based on twitter network and we
proposed a methodology on Map Reduce algorithm
with OpenNLP, LMClassifier and NaiveBayes
classifier on Hadoop to classify sentences into positive
and negative classes.

2. Related works
Text analysis is a process extract and discover usefull
information from the data with computational
linguistics, and natural language processing.Social
network is a powerful weapon to exhibit peoples ideas
and views.[7] We can filter the text to permeate
offensive messages using rule based and classification
techniques of text. Social networks textual data has big
diversity and size, This diversity and size create the
need to find emotions contained in text data generated
by social networks sites. It becomes a difficult
classification task because users presents their emotions
using emocations ,short word or sometimes idioms and
There are some non usefull information like web link
are attached in the text generated by social
netwroks.Haddi and Liu [8] explored the role of text
preprocessing in emotion finding in text, and reported
that we can use feature selection and representation to
preprocess the text data. Behavioral economics [9]
shows us that emotions can strongly affect individual’s
behavior and decision making. Emotions affect the
decision making collectively in society and mood of
public is used to correlate or predict economic
measures. Large scale twitter feeds are correlated [9]
and daily emotions of users are analyzed into happy or
sad and cross validated the resulting mood time series
by comparing their ability to detect the publics response
in presidential election and Thanksgiving day in 2008.
Zhang and Li [10] have classified the reviews of their
customer Support Vector machne and naiveBayes
classifier. XueBai [11] proposed a Markov blanket
model with heuristic search enhancement and it was
able to capture the dependencies among words in text
and provide a vocabulary that is helpful to find emotion
in textual data. He has computed results on online

movie reviews and collections of online text news showed
that this method is able to identify a set of predictive
features,and he suggested that sentiments can be captured by
conditional dependencies among words in text as well as by
high-frequency words or keywords . Some people express
their emotions in different way likr idioms and phrases so role
of idioms become important for emotion extraction in textual
data. [12] Three measured precision, recall and F-measure can
be used to improve the accuracy of results.There is another
works based on text analysis on where Emotion extraction
from online travel blog was done by using three supervised
machine learning algorithms of Naive Bayes,SVM and the
character based N-gram model and it shows [13] that machine
learning techniques can be used to find positve and negative
emotion from textual data. We can use simple methods
tocatagorize the textual data [14] described by Peng ,which
with autonomous and multiple sources. [15] As the Data
increasing very drastically this is a major challange to
organize and manage the data very efficiently. This emerged
as the necessity of current machine learning techniques.So
various libraries are available like mahout which are
compatible with hadoop and mapreduce and these deal with
this generated big data. Big data is a field that deals with this
rapid growth of data by using storage techniques, dedicated
infrastructures and development frameworks for the
parallelization of defined tasks and its consequent reduction.
Reduction techniques are efficiently used in big data online
applications to improve classification [16] problems. Big Data
concerns about [17] complex, large-volume, growing data sets
with multiple and autonomous sources.
With the fast development of networking, data storage, and
the data collection capacity, Big Data are now rapidly
expanding in all science and engineering domains, including
biological ,physical and biomedical sciences.Reduction in big
data usually falls in one of two main methods: (i) reduce the
dimensionality by pruning or reformulating the feature set; (ii)
reduce the sample size by choosing the most relevant
examples. Both approaches have benefits, not only of time
consumed to build a model, but eventually also performancewise. We can use [7] the distributive approach to do the task
with distributive approach.Gandomi and Haider [18] have
given consolidated description of big data by integrating
definitions and focused on the analytic methods used for big
data they attempts to offer a broader definition of big data
that captures its other unique and defining characteristics.
Hopscotch hash scheme is provided to improve the
performance of data storing and indexing of Naive-Bayes
algorithm,[19]and presents a software implementation of
Naive-Bayes text classification mapped in Topo-MapReduce
model and it’s results show that the improved hopscotch hash
speeds up by 33% at maximum compared to the original hash,
and the proposed MapReduce speeds up the Naive-Baye
algorithm by 29% at maximum compared to the original
MapReduce.Accuracy of a text classifiers for emotion
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extractionin training proceess is difficult [20] in parallel
processing and has slower computation so they have
proposed Mapreduce approach for large scale textual
data.Mapreduce model is appropriate [21] for
classification model and it reduces the computation
time in training process on large scale text data.The rise
of different big data frameworks such as Apache
Hadoop and, more recently, Spark, for massive data
processing based on the MapReduce paradigm has
allowed for the efficient utilisation of data mining
methods and machine learningalgorithms in different
domains. The combination of big data technologies and
traditional machine learning algorithms has generated
new and interesting [22] challenges in other areas as
social media and social networks. They have shown
that different frameworks are currently appearing under
the umbrella of the social networks, social media and
big data paradigms.We have used tweets of twitter
social network for classification and used three
classifiers naivebayes, LMClassifier and OpenNLP
classifier for our experiment. First We have classified
tweets using thsese three classifiers and after that we
have used these classifiers using mapreduce approach
on Hadoopcluster.Our work is described in following
sections.

3. Methodology for Big Data Analytical
Architecture for social networks sentiments
We have developed an architecture to extract emotions
from text generated by Twitter social network using
Hadoop and created a cluster of two and three
system.Flow diagram of Metholodogy of our work is
shown in figure 1. HDFS have all the text data into files
and these files are splitted into block. these blocks are
stored in different systems of cluster.We have created
model for all three classifiers NaiveBayes,
LMClassiferand OpenNLP. We have trained the data
set and classified the text into two classes postive or
negative acording to the emotion contained by text. We
have used three classifer for classification and also used
these classifer with Hadoop cluster by using
MapReduce paradigm to classify this large amount
tweets and analyzed the results related to accuracy and
execution time.Used components and classifiers of our

architecture are described in next subsections.

3.1. Hadoop
Hadoop is a framework and it allows to process and store
large amount of data in a distributed environment in different
computers in a cluster. It is designed in a way that we can
scale up the cluster size from single servers to thousands of
machines and each of these machine offers local computation
and storage.

3.2. Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS)
The hadoop distributed file system is a distributed file system
and it executes on computer system. The hadoopdistributed
file system provides fault tolerance and it is duitable for those
applications that works on large amount of dataset. The
hadoop distributed file system provides high throughput.
Streaming of data can also be enabled using hadoop
distributed file system. It works on master slave architecture.
A system called name node works as a master whose
responsibilities are to manage file system and file access
among system. Storage attached with each system is managed
by datanode and this datanode is usually on one node per
system. Hadoop distributed file system exposes file system
name space and data is stored in files. This file is splitted in
blocks and these blocks are stored in datanodes. Namenode
executes on file system

3.3. MapReduce Algorithm
MapReduce algorithm is used to process lrge data sets.We can
create a map function that processes a key and value pair and
generates a set of intermediate key and value pairs. There is
another function reduce function that merges all intermediate
values associated with the same intermediate key. Lots of real
world tasks can be done by this model and these map and
reduce function can be implemented in this way that task can
be automatically executed on a cluster of system . Run time
system of map reduce takes care of detail of input data,
handling machine and system failure, scheduling across
machine and communication among machine. Map reduce
model provides easy utilization of distributed system to user
without any experience to it’s deep detail. Our
implementation of MapReduce algorithm on Hadoop runs on

Figure 1: Map Reduce
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a large cluster of machines and it is highly scalable.
There are two map and reduce functions are described
below.
• The Map: The map function’s job is to process the
input. Usually this input data is provided in the form of
file it is stored in Hadoop file system (HDFS). This
input file is passed to the map function line by line. The
map processes the data and creates several small chunks
of data and returns key value pair.
• The Reduce: The Reduce functions job is to take all
value of specific key and process that data which comes
from the mapper. After processing of these values and
data ,it produces a new set of output, and this output is
stored in the HDFS.

3.4. NaiveBayes Classifier
For text classification our first classifier is Naive ayes
classifier. It worked well on classification of tweets. Naive
Bayes classifier is based on Bayes’ theorem and it is a
probabilistic classifier also based on strong independence
assumptions. All attributes in NaiveBayes are independent so
it is also called conditional independent classifier. It assumes
that each feature is conditional independent to other features
in the the class. We have taken two classes 1 for positive and
0 for negative in our training set. K.Ming Leung
[23] has described the Bayes rule and these are shown in
equations 1 and equation 2.

Figure 2: Distributed architecture of text classification
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Where P (a i = w k |V j ) is probability that word in
position i is w k given v j is classified class positive or
negative.

Where P (w k |+) is probability of being positive word
at position k in tweet. n k is number of times word k
occurs in class positive.

n is number of words in positive class and P (w k |−) is
probability of being negative word at position k in
tweet. n k is number of times word k occurs in class
negative n is number of words in negative class The
multinomial model [18] based on NaiveBayes
calculates word frequency information from the text in
document. Maximum Likelihood Estimate is simply a
relative frequency and it corresponds to most likely
value of each parameter given in the training data.The
problem with the Maximum Likelihood Estimate
estimate is that it is zero for a term-class combination if
it is not occurred in the training data.so to eliminate this
zero probability problem [18], We add one one to each
of the count.Adding one smoothing can be interpreted
as uniform prior(each term occurs once for each class)
that is then updated as evidence from the training data
comes in. After creation of model We can classify tweet
in positive or negative class using following equation.

Where V,N,B are the vaule returned by maximum
probability of being positive or negative tweet.

3.5. LMClassifier
The utilized LingPipesLanguageModel (LM) classifier
is based on probability and techniques of statistical
language modeling,
it
classifies text
into
nonoverlapping categories. It is widely used clasifer in
modern time because it is easily available .In this
classifier probability of sequences of word

s=c1,c2,c3...cn is calculated from document of text. Peng [14]
the simple approach for language modelling which is based
on n gram model. An n-gram is a sub-sequence of n items
from a given sequence.If a sequence is given then then n gram
is sub sequence of these n items. Characters or words can be
items.

If the language model is based on character sequences, it is
called character language-model. The probability of any item
sequence is calculated as frequency of the observed patterns
According to language modeling classification, .where #( )
represents the total occurrences of a specified gram in the
training data. We have used LingPipe’sLMClassifier and it
creates a character based language-model for each category
(positive or negative)during the training phase of training
data; then, at classification time of text data, it calculates
conditional and joint probabilities of each category for the
classified object. It calculates also a score which represents
the character cross-entropy rate normalization and allows
between-document comparisons. This score is ordered in the
same way as the joint probabilities. Finally, LingPipe
classifier returns one best category (positive or negative
acording to text ) as result of classification process. In the
classification process first category array and n-gram size is
initialized then for each category a loop is continues. Training
data is available in the directory by category name then
training files are read using LMClassifier. After it resultant
data is used to classify the text into two category positive or
negative. LingPipe provides the best class acording to
emotion represented by text. We have classified twitter
network’s tweet and categorized these into positive or
negative classes.

3.6. OpenNLP Classifier
OpenNLP classifier uses maximum entropy classifier for
classifing text. In maximum entropy we set constraints on
training data on the conditional distribution. Characteristic of
training data is expressed by each constraint and it should
always present in a learned distribution.Let We use any
function having real value of document[24] and a feature, f i
(d, c) of class. Maximum entropy classifier provides us to
restrict the distribution of model to have same expected value
of this feature as seen in training dataset, D, So, we can say
that the learned conditional distribution P (c|d) follows the
property: Usually , P(d) document distribution is
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unknown, and we are not interested to model it. Thus,
we can use our training data of text , without class
labels, as approximation to document distribution, and
it enforce the constraint:

classifier and LMClassifier to classify the tweets into two
categories.All the work is executed in non distributed and
distributed environment. Then We have compared the
execution time and acuuracy of the three classifiers in
distributed and non distributed environment also.

Thus in maximum entropy ,First of all we identify a set
of feature functions which are usefull for classification
of text. After it for each of these feature we measure it’s
expected value over training dataset and make it to
constraint for model distribution. If we estimate the
constraints in these manners then unique distribution
will exist and it will chase maximum entropy and it has
exponential form [25] as.

where feature is f i (d, c) , λ i is a parameter for
restimation and Z(d) is simply normalizing factor to
ensure a proper probability:When labeled training data
is used to estimate constraints then solution of the
maximum entropy problem is also solution of a dual
maximum likelihood problem for models of the same
exponential form. Additionally, it is guaranteed that the
surface of likelihood is convex, and it has a no local
maxima and single global maximum.

So we can guess any initial correct form exponential
distribution as starting point then, perform hillclimbing
in likelihood space,The maximum likelihood solution
will be converged for exponential models by this, and it
will also be a solution which is global maximum
entropy solution because there are no local maxima. We
can say that likelihood will increase if we can find a λ i
such that B is positive. If we differentiate B with
respect to change in each parameter δ i then we will get
best λi and solve it for maxima. Afterstaring the
hadoop ,hdfs cluster We have classified the tweets into
two categories positive and negative in distributed
environment. We have used NaiveBayes Classifier,
OpenNLP tool for implementation of maximum entropy

4. Experiment and Result
4.1. Experimental Environment
The experimental environment is shown inTable1. In this
three system is used and each one has 4 GB memory, and 500
GB disk. To store data and to implement Mapreduce
algorithm we use Hadoop version 2.7.0.We have used three
classifier OpenNLP,LMClassifier and NaiveBayes Classifier
to detect the sentiment of the text. We create one namenode
and three datanodes. All of the machines use Ubuntu 15.10. as
their operating system.
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• Stanford Twitter Sentiment: Test Set (STS-Test) : We
have used this dataset in two forms first one is manually
annotated in positive and negative category and these tweets
are about 1 lac and We have called it STS small dataset.
Second form contains about 1.6 millions tweets We have
named it STS large dataset. The Stanford Twitter sentiment
corpus (http://help.sentiment140.com/) , consists of two
different sets, training and test. We have divided both dataset
into traing data and test data then we take 20 % ,30%
,40%,50% of total tweets as training data and rest as test data
and classified these tweets.

4.3. Results of Text analysis
We have taken 20%, 30%, 40%, 50% of our test data from
available dataset and executed our experiment on each of
three dataset using openNLP, LMClassifer and

4.2. Collection of data
A wide range of data is available which can be helpful
to classify emotions in tweet as positive and
negative.We have collected millions of tweets from
various sources and description of those dataset is given
below.
• Sanders Twitter Dataset: The Sanders dataset
consists of about 1400 . Each of these tweet was
manually labelled as either positive or negative
acording to the emotion contained in it.

NaiveBayes Classifier with and without mapreduce approach
respectively. We have calculated true positive, true negative ,
false positive and false positive values and calculated the
accuracy of these different classifiers with and without
mapreduce. Accuracy was almost similar and these results are
shown in Table 2. For senders writers dataset
OpenNLPclassifer performed less efficient than LMClassifer
and NaiveBayesClassifier. NaiveBayesclassifer performed
better than rest classifier. For STS small dataset OpenNLP
performed better than LMClassifer and provided more
accuracy than LMClassifer but NaiveBayesclassifer provided
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more accuracy than other two classifer.For STS large
datatsetOpenNLPprovied
more
accuracy
than
LMClassifer
but
NaiveBayesclassifier again provided more
accuracy than LMClassifier and OpenNLPclassifier.
Accuracy of all three classiferOpenNLP, LMClassifer
and NaiveBayesClassifer is increasing with the size of
test dataset and no. of tweets. We have calculated True
positive ,True negative, False positive and False
negative values from our 3 DataSets and calculated
accuracy from the following formulaes.

where
T P = true positive
T N = true negative
F P = false positive
F N = false negative
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We have found execution time is increasing propotional
to no. of tweets in all three classifiers OpenNLP
,LMClassifier and NaiveBayes. We have reduced
execution time by using these three classifers with
MapReduce algorithm on cluster of 2 and 3 system
respectively and results are shown in Figure
3,4,5respesctively for OpenNLP, LMClassifier and
NaiveBayes classifier. We can manipulate no. of
system in a cluster as per our requirement. Execution
time is better for LMClassifer as per our experiment
because it took less time to execute than OpenNLP and
NaiveBayes Classifier. Execution time to LMClassifer
is
decreasing
when
size
of
text
is
increasing.NaiveBayes took highest execution time
because it computes probability for each word for each
sentence in test data so It is better to use Mapreduce
algorithm with these classifiers and We can reduce the
execution
time
if
we
use
Mapreduce
algorithm.NaiveBayes Algorithm provided highest
accuracy and we can use it with mapreduce algorithm
to reduce execution time. Figure 3,4,5 shows the graph
between execution time and size of dataset with cluster
size 2 amd cluster size 3 and it shows that Execution
time is decreasing when size is increasing in
MapReduce approach. In conventional use of classifiers
execution time increases with increment of size of
dataset So applying classification techniques in
distributed environment provides better execution time.
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